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CLYDE-SAVANNAH CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
OFFICE OF CURRICULUM, INSTRUCTION & EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

MISSION: To educate, inspire, and empower our learners to unlock their
potential in order to meet the challenges in an ever-changing world.

FIND YOUR PATH

Clyde-Savannah CSD

As we mentioned in our

Superintendent: Michael Hayden

first edition of Curriculum
News, we are beginning

Office of Curriculum, Instruction &
Educational Services

district work to identify
and define Career
Pathways that will help

Director: Karen Markoff

our students gain

Administrative Intern: Holly Drahms

knowledge of careers
within pathway clusters as

Department Heads:

well as provide them with

ELA, Library, World Languages: Open

entry level career courses.

Mathematics: Meagan Bechard

To date, we are
considering career

Music, Art: Kris King

pathways in Industrial and

Phys Ed., Health, Family &
Consumer Sciences: (Larry Lang)
Science, Technology: Kelly Haining
Social Studies: Rachel Glatman

Environmental Systems (clusters for automotive and heavy
equipment, construction, engineering, information and
communications technology, manufacturing and
transportation); Health Sciences/Public Service (nursing,
physical therapy, pharmacy, physician, dental hygiene,

Grade Level Teacher Leaders:

phlebotomy, medical technician, teaching, social work, law
enforcement, counseling and mental health, fire and

PreK/K: Amy Steve

emergency services, legal services, urban and rural

1st: Open

planning/development, correction officer); Agricultural

2nd: Caitlin Garvey

(operating equipment, truck drivers), Natural Resources (agri-

3rd: Open

business, horticulture, animal sciences, environmental

4th: Bethany Canham

technology, energy management, hazardous material

5th: Sarah Marchitell

management, waste water/water quality, food science and
processing, farming, forestry, recreation, environmental

6th: Erin Wood

agencies); Arts and Communication (drama, writing,

7th: Shelby Erhard

journalism, television, broadcasting); Business Management

8th: Amanda Lyttle

CONTACT

(accounting, hospitality and tourism, grapes and wineries).

US

315.902.3035

Our first in-school meeting is January 26 where we will begin
discussion and identify existing programs and supports from
BOCES and our current programming. We will also identify
additional community businesses and partnerships for
invitation into our future planning. As we proceed to build our

karen.markoff@clydesavannah.org

pathways and opportunities for students, we invite you to

holly.drahms@clydesavannah.org

contact the Superintendent, or our office if you would like to
be involved in this work.

The Office of Curriculum, Instruction and Educational Services is responsible for oversight of curriculum alignment
with New York State Next Generation and Content Learning Standards as well as for the alignment of supplemental
programs and resources.

In addition, the office oversees professional development, mentoring of new teachers,

homeschooling, and record keeping for virtual and physical setting student registration.
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Remote Learning Advantages

As the pandemic continues, we often find ourselves focusing on
the negative aspects of our circumstances. However, reframing
our mindset can impact us in ways that are beneficial to our
mental health and can support our efforts to accomplish our
goals. One of the more significant changes has been
transitioning from the “normal” school day to a hybrid or a
remote learning model. Although different from the traditional
school model, remote learning has its advantages. Thinking
about the situation in a more positive light can improve how we
feel about challenging and difficult times. Some ideas to
recharge our positive thinking include:
Remote learning builds skills, such as time and energy
management.
With no bus rides, students have more time to do things
they enjoy. For some students, this means they have
more than two hours to focus on schoolwork, hobbies,
or just relaxing!
Remote learning builds independence.
Students can often work at their own pace.
Remote learning can also offer the flexibility to work
from any location with internet access.
Students can choose to communicate in a class by
speaking or using the chatbox.
For some students and families, learning from home
can reduce stress.
Remote learning can increase creativity.
With reduced social activities, students can focus on
their academics and not feel “over-scheduled”.
Remote learning links students to a lifetime of
learning...learning is not bound to a classroom’s walls.

www.clydesavannah.org

You may have noticed
some extra Holiday spirit
around the communities of
Clyde and Savannah this
year. 21st Century
Community Learning
Centers Strategic Planning
Action Network (CCLC,
SPAN) and Advanced
Atomization teamed up to
sponsor wooden snowmen
for display at the Holiday
Happenings event. ClydeSavannah Technology
teacher, Matt Drahms, and
his students cut and
primed the wooden
snowmen for community
groups and businesses to
decorate. The snowmen
displayed words of winter
wellness and brought
tidings of good cheer to the
community! The ClydeSavannah administrative
team came together to
design a snowman with the
theme of "Paying it
Forward." Included with
our snowman was a box
full of hats and gloves to
pay it forward to the
families of Clyde and
Savannah, with the
intention that kindness to
others is a gift we can all
"pay forward."
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Curriculum and Instruction Update
We are collecting district and school-wide data on student
achievement and attendance. In the process, we will now
be meeting with grade level leaders and department
heads on January 27 to identify the process for them to
meet with their respective colleagues to collect data on
the number of students demonstrating grade level
learning.
The purpose of this is two-fold: to provide help and
intervention for students to accelerate learning toward
grade level standards and to be sure students and
families know what students need to do to reach grade
level standards and proficiency levels. Because of hybrid
and virtual learning environments, we know that it has
not been easy for all students and families. Our job is to
adjust our teaching to increase student learning. We will,
therefore, look at our curriculum and establish priorities
for second semester, as well as identify specific skills or
content that need to be retaught for sequential learning.

Our office is here to support teachers, parents and students to increase levels of success and to
“inspire and educate” all through this "new normal". At the same time, we have learned and
experienced positive outcomes in our instruction. We are increasingly more focused on
monitoring our student academic, social-emotional, and attendance status. Additionally, we
have upped the instructional capacity to use technology for instruction twofold. Many of our
teachers are using technology to construct virtual engaging lessons and communications via
technology, which was in planning but not in massive implementation until Covid. That is not to
say that there are not some hiccups, but we are learning every day from teachers and students,
thus expanding our capabilities to deliver curriculum and career pathways for our students.

Strategies for Online Schooling that Keep
Students Engaged
We are moving into the second semester of learning, so
as teachers: tell students when to contact you, and schedule them to work with you if you
see they are struggling or falling behind. Do not wait for them to contact you.
as parents: monitor School Tool to make sure your child/children’s assignments are
complete, and if your son/daughter is struggling, be sure s/he contacts the teacher, or you
contact the teacher to set up a plan for extra help.
as students, you may find these quick videos helpful for navigating online learning. They
include tips and suggestions to make the experience of learning online a successful one!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JoPxUbcKt8M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AGKftaUwJh4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUUudwxgvu8

...continued on Page 4

www.clydesavannah.org
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Online Learning Student Engagement Tips for
Teachers

fromhttps://achievevirtual.org/blog/parent-resources/how-to-keep-students-engaged-online-school/

Everyone has heard the phrase variety is the spice of life, and the same can be said for education.
Most people have had the painful experience of a boring teacher in the traditional classroom
setting at some point during their education. So, what can instructors do to keep learners
engaged during online class? Here are some tips, strategies, and ideas:
Simplify: In the online education environment, it’s important to focus in on essential skills and
concepts. It’s not about making anything easier, it’s about prioritizing. This simplification also
applies to choices you make about how students will demonstrate learning.
Be Creative: Instead of focusing on the constraints and everything you can’t do, leverage those
instead into a whole new level of creativity to make remote instruction both fun and engaging.
Every lesson, every activity, and every assignment is an opportunity to be creative.
Know Your Tech: Teachers need to put in the time to make sure they understand the
technologies they can use and how they work, including the primary learning platform and any
supplemental platforms that will be used. Pay attention to lighting, quality of audio, and all the
nuts-and-bolts pieces of creating a quality online virtual learning classroom.
Leverage Technology: When you have a solid understanding of the technologies at your disposal,
then you can really make the most of them to keep students engaged. Cool Zoom backgrounds,
great music for transitions, and all sorts of things are available and can be used to boost
student engagement.
Model Learning: If you’re not excited, passionate,
and curious about the content, engaging
students will be all the more challenging. Show
them what it looks like to be curious and
engaged in learning.
Participation: Design your lessons and activities
so that they require engagement and
participation rather than just hoping students
will participate and engage.
Plan for Murphy’s Law: The thing about
technology is that it’s great when it works, and
frustrating when it doesn’t. Expect something to
go wrong and have a plan in place for how
you’ll deal with the possible glitches that might
happen.
Voice and Choice: For high school learners, make
sure there is plenty of opportunity for students
to step up and direct their own learning and
how they will show what they’ve learned.
Empower self-learning and independent
learning whenever possible.
Breakout Rooms: Be sure to create these in
advance and how you plan on using them for
small groups of students collaborating on
learning activities.

www.clydesavannah.org
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What Parents Can Do to Help Online Student
Engagement

fromhttps://achievevirtual.org/blog/parent-resources/how-to-keep-students-engaged-online-school/

When it comes to the role parents can play in student engagement with distance learning, it is
one mostly of education management and adult supervision. Here are some tips for parents
around keeping students engaged during
online learning:
Phones Away: Unless the teacher has
explicitly said it would be needed
(which is highly unlikely), make it a
ground rule that your learner’s
smartphone must be powered all the
way down and put away during online
learning sessions.
Routines: In a hybrid model, each
remote learning day isn’t to be treated
like it’s a Saturday. It’s going to be a
school day like any other except they’re
participating from home instead of at
school. They need get up and get ready
and eat a good breakfast and all the
other normal routines they go through
on a school day, they just won’t leave
the house to go to school. Set the
expectation to follow the school
schedule.
Learning Environment: Make it clear
that students in your house will sit at a
desk or table during online class
sessions. Do what you can to minimize
distractions during classes and make
sure they can get connected and that
everything is working at least 5-10
minutes ahead of the scheduled start
time.
More tips and suggestions can be found at:
https://achievevirtual.org/blog/parent-resources/how-to-keep-students-engaged-online-school/
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